
 

Choosing an Etching Press 
 

If you are considering buying an etching press, here are ten key points for you to consider. 

1. Quality and design of press 

2. Technical support 

3. Direct drive or geared 

4. Cast presses verses fabricated presses – What’s the difference? 

5. Rollers 

6. The printing blankets - 3 or 1 and why some printmakers are so precious about their blankets? 

7. What can you print on your press? You need to be able to print both intaglio and relief. 

8. Adjusting the pressure - is it easy and can you feel what you are printing - will it become an 

extension to you or is it just a machine 

9. Will your press last or will it need servicing. 

10. Quality of prints – pressure. 

 

1. Quality and design of your printing press 
There are many presses on the market including direct drive, geared, cast and fabricated. Make sure the 

company you are purchasing from are real printmakers - not a company who are importing machines from 

another supplier or country. It is important to buy your press from real printmakers with experience and 

expertise to help and support you both before and after your purchase. 

 

2. Technical support 
Technical help with an etching press is not just about how to use your press it is about how to make plates and 

print from them whether they are etchings, linos, woodcuts, dry-points, collograph, mono-prints - any intaglio 

or relief surface. Be sure that the company you are purchasing the press from has a genuine printmaker at the 

heart of the company. 

 

3. Direct Drive or Geared? 
There are many debates as to whether it’s better to have a direct drive press or geared press.  

Geared presses were, around 50 years ago seen as the best presses to purchase because of the weight and the 

gears. However it has been proven that you don't need weight and gears to print exceptional prints.  It makes 

sense that all you need is pressure and the ability to change the pressure easily. 

Geared presses take a while to print whereas the direct drive press takes a very short amount of time to print a 

plate.  

 

 



 
 

Geared heavy, cast presses will often squash anything that goes through it, whereas direct drive presses give 

you the control and choice of what pressure you use so that you can treat your plates with the kindness that 

they deserve. 

Our machines use pressure not weight to print your plate. This not only ensure that your plates are not 

destructed in the process but it allows you to get a true print from your plate. Picasso is amongst the many 

famous etchers that used direct drive presses to create incredible prints. 

 

4. Cast presses verses fabricated presses  
Cast machines are extremely heavy usually immovable once installed. Fabricated machines are strong beyond 

belief, easily installed or dismantled and very easy to use which makes our presses so popular with education 

establishments and for artists’ studios.  

 

5. The Rollers 
A lot of printmakers will say that the rollers must be heavy and solid to produce good prints. This might have 

been the case when presses relied on weight rather than pressure but now most presses are fabricated and 

not cast any more so it is the amount of pressure the press can exude rather than how heavy or solid the 

rollers are. 

The metal that is used will answer any questions that you might have regarding this e.g. steel is the strongest 

metal that you can use, as long as the wall of the roller is 1/2 inch thick you will get results that equal if not 

beat any cast press. 

 

6. Printing Blankets 
Printing blankets are down to personal choice. Traditionally 3 blankets are used, this is the pusher (top), puller 

(bottom) and middle blanket. These blankets would get rid of any discrepancies from an uneven top roller that 

the old presses would have. With the Gunning Arts press the top roller is precision ground and lacquered 

therefor there are no indiscrepancies in the rollers only a single blanket is required and you can even print 

without a blanket!  

 

7. What can you print on your press? 
Depending on what press you purchase will depend on what you are able to print. Most geared presses are un-

versatile and you are unable to feel what you print. Direct drive presses are extremely versatile when they are 

designed and made correctly. With a direct drive press you can feel what you are printing and also adjust 

pressure extremely easily. 

On a direct drive press with a floating bed you will be able to print everything apart from screen prints and 

lithography. You would be able to Lino's, collograph, dry-points, etchings, woodblocks, mono-prints and 

anything that you can get through the rollers! Runners are necessary but a good press company will be able to 

set you up with these and give you full instructions. 

 

8. Adjusting the pressure 
This should be easily done. No Spanners or gauges should be needed, any press that has a gauge on it does not 

generally work to help you set the pressure, and its sole purpose is just for aesthetics. It will be feel and a test 

ghost print that will tell you the exact pressure that has been set. 



 
 

Your press should become an extension to your body, the press should be tool and not something to worry 

about. It is about feel rather than gauges or thermometers in printmaking, and this is what makes it an art not 

an exact science. If you can change your pressure gently but quickly you will be able to go from printing relief 

to intaglio very quickly. 

 

9. Will your press last or will it need servicing?  
A good printing press will not need servicing at all as long as you the owner takes care of it. Dave Gunning the 

designer of the Gunning Arts printing presses says “buy one of our presses, look after it and pass it down to the 

next generation” however there are other companies that say you need a service after 5 years and are happy 

to charge you £500. If you purchase a Gunning Etching printing press our technical team of printmakers are 

available for you if you need any technical support. 

 

10. Quality of prints – pressure. 
Your press should print what you make the plate to print.  

Some printmakers will look at the print (not the plate as well) and take a magnifying glass out to see in how 

the burr (line depth) looks.  

However if the line on the print is not very good it will not be on the plate. 

A good etching press will not compensate for a badly made plate it will print exactly what, you, the printmaker 

tells it to in the plate you have made. This helps you grow and learn and become a great printmaker. 

 

For further information or assistance please do not hesitate to contact us on 019524343033 or view our 

website to see further details of our presses:  

http://www.ironbridgeframing.co.uk/gunningarts-printing-presses/  

 

 

Our Etching Printing press range give 
outstanding results, offering reliability and 
flexibility. Trusted by academic organisations 
and by 1000′s of artists around the world of all 
skill levels. These etching presses are 
renowned for their reliability and strength 
while offering you the user the kind of control 
you can only get from using a hand press. 
 
Designed over 30 years ago by specialist 
printmaker Dave Gunning who has his work in 
major collections around the world – naming 
one; he has 121 etchings in the Royal 
collection. 
 
His daughters Jenny Gunning (a specialist 
printmaker) and Sarah Morris (accounts and 
management) sell the machines all over the 
world. 

 

http://www.ironbridgeframing.co.uk/gunningarts-printing-presses/

